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Media Studies - Hollywood Film

Introduction to Horror
What experiences have you had with this genre?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Where have you seen horror films? (often people do not watch them alone!)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What horror films can you name?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Task

Read the following article that lists various theory as to the different ways in which 
audiences can respond to horror. 
http://filmmakeriq.com/lessons/the-psychology-of-scary-movies/

Make an infographic that summarises the contents of the article.

Seminal text

Use the digital resource to consider how the genre has developed over time

Media Industries

Although horror is generally considered a niche genre, it is one that is ever profitable for the 
industry. This is because horror fans are particularly loyal and they are more interested in 
genre pleasures than expensive stars and higher production values. This means that horror 
films can be produced cheaply and distributors can market products via horror’s striking 
iconography. 
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Bigger studios occasionally produce horror films, but generally smaller studios make horror 
films that either replicate trends or experiment with the form. 

Audiences

The excitation transfer process theory suggests that we enjoy the sensation of being scared. 
This physical reaction entails a strong bond between audience and text, with audience 
positioning being very important to the success of the film. 

Horror films are often at the centre of moral panics concerning their content. In the 1980s, 
due to the new domestic technology of video, certain films were even banned in Britain. 
Owning films that have since been passed today could have meant prosecution back then! 
Even now there are some films that are banned and censored in Britain. 

Horror films are very of their moment: what scared audiences ten years ago may not have the 
same effect now. The subject matters of horror films can often be revealing of the zeitgeist of 
a given era eg, Get Out (2017) obliquely references the politics of Trump’s presidency. 

Horror films are unique in that they have dedicated film festivals dedicated to the genre. 
Stiges in Spain and Britain’s very own Frightfest are important dates in the horror film’s 
calendar, as this is where new movies will be previewed to eager audiences and distributors. 


